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Part 1: Importing 
PDF Files into TAMS

With text files, RTF 
Files, and DOCX files 
the codes are 
actually inserted 
into the file you are 
analyzing.

With PDF, Video, and Image files 
you have to create a “Wrapper 
file” that holds the codes and 
other tams specific 
information.

We are going to 
explore two ways 
of importing files.

In the first we 
create the wrapper, 
and then attach the 
pdf file to the 
wrapper.

In the second we can 
bulk import PDFs and 
TAMS will automatically 
create the wrapper 
files.

Approach #1

To add the PDF 
Wrapper click the 

“NEW” button on the 
“Files” tab. Pick “pdf” 

from the pop-
up menu

Fill in a name for 
the file wrapper

Then click OK

This is the empty File 
Wrapper window

Click the “+” 
button to attach the 

pdf file to this wrapper.  
An open file dialogue will 
appear. Open the PDF you 

want to analyze.

Note that a copy of 
the PDF will be 
placed in the media 
folder inside your 
tams project so 
that the original is 
left alone.

the wrapper for pdfs has a 
file type of .tamspdf
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Voila! You should 
see your pdf in the 
pdf viewer of your 
wrapper window (see 
page 4)



The second way to 
import PDFs is 
actually easier…

But it’s important to 
understand this idea 
that you are both 
importing the pdf 
file and creating the 
wrapper file, as the 
latter process is 
done automatically.

As the first approach 
demonstrated the wrapper and 
file can have very different 
names, but in this approach 
the wrapper has the name of 
the pdf file

All you need to do is go to 
the Project->Bulk Import 
menu and pick “PDF 
Files…”

You can pick 1 or 
several PDF files in 
the open File 
Dialogue that 
appears. If you pick a file 

called X.pdf; it will 
add a file to your file 

list called 
X.tamspdf; which is a 

pdf file wrapper 
pointing to a copy of 

the file X.pdf

You can see 
here I imported a file 

called “Symposium 
Program-6.pdf”

So this has walked 
through both 
creating the 
wrapper and adding 
the file and bulk 
adding the files 
which automatically 
creates the 
wrapper.

Before 
looking at the 

process of coding 
PDFs let’s examine the 

anatomy of the PDF 
Window; which is realy 

the PDF Wrapper 
window!
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To open the wrapper 
and view and code 
your pdf, just 
double click the 
wrapper file name!



1. Attach Document Button

2. Search for coded records 
using selection button

3. Text selection for 
coding Tool

4. Rectangle selection for 
coding Tool

5. PDF tab/Metatag Panel 
Tab

9. Search 
Options

6. List of 
existing 
codes 7. PDF 

Viewer

8. Table 
of coded 
passages

11. Count of 
visible coded 

passages in the 
table over total 

# of coded 
passages in the 

document

12. Search the 
table of 

coded 
passages

13. Delete the 
selected 

rows from 
the Table of 

coded 
passages

14. Button to 
open drawer 
with pdf Text 

Search & 
Thumb nails

Part 2. The 
Anatomy of a PDF 
Window

10. Name of 
the PDF file
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Anatomy of the PDF 
Window Tool Bar

15. Reveals all 
rows of the Table 

of coded 
passages after 
using the Search 

feature (12)

16. Sorts the 
selected column 
of the table of 

coded passages.

Part 3. Coding a PDF

Start by 
opening the PDF 

Wrapper by double 
clicking its name in the 

files tab of the 
project window This is the PDF Wrapper 

window, which to save 
time I will just call 
the PDF window. Just 
know, I never touch the 
PDF after making a copy 
in your project folder. 
Instead all changes 
are happening in the 
tamspdf wrapper file!
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Coding works in a 
fairly inutitive way. 
You will select a 
section of your pdf. 
If you have a code 
already in your 
system you can just 
double click the 
code from the code 
list.

List of 
existing 
codes

When you do, 
TAMS will add 
a new row to 
the Table of 

coded 
Passages

TAMS has two ways to 
select portions of a 

pdf page: A text 
selection tool on the 
left, and a rectangle 
selection tool on the 

right.

Here I am using 
the rectangle 
selection tool

Here I used the 
text selection 

tool

The Table of Coded Passages 
includes the text that you 
selected (if it can figure it out--
PDFs are really difficult often 
to extract text from), the code, 
the coder,  a place for 
comments, and a location field.

You can edit the row’s 
information by double 
clicking the row!

To use a new 
code, fill in 

the code here 
and click 

“Apply Code”

You can remove the row by 
selecting the row(s) and 
clicking the Delete button 
at the bottom of the 
window.
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Part 4. Searching 
internal to a 
document

The pdf window has numerous 
ways of searching for 
information inside the document. 
You can search the pdf, you can 
search the coded record table, 
you can use the pdf view itself to 
search for coded passages.

To search the pdf 
document for text, 
you need to open the 
“drawer” and then 
fill in the text you 
are looking for.

Click here to 
open and close 

the drawer

PDF thumbnails 
for navigating

Search for text 
in the pdf

Fill in the 
words you are 
looking for

The pages containing those 
words are listed here

And tams will 
scroll to the 
that page and 

select the 
text you are 
looking for

Click the 
page…
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To search the table 
of coded passages

Use this search 
field at the 

bottom of the 
window

You can pick the field (column) 
to search, or search them all 

for particular text

Click the magnifying 
glass to pick the 
column to search

The search will 
reduce the number of 
rows in the table. The 
fraction by the search 
shows the number of 
rows visible in the 

table over the total 
number of rows.

To see all rows of the 
table, click the X in the 

search field

or click the 
“select all” 
icon in the 
toolbar

You can use the 
“sort” button in the 
toolbar to order 
the data. First 
select the column 
by clicking the 
heading for the 
column. and then 
click the sort 
button.

Sort the # column to order the 
rows by the order they were 
coded originally.

the # column will 
sort by the order 
you actually coded 
the document. 
sorting the 
location column 
will sort from first 
to last page.

Normally the sort 
will be from A to Z. 
Holding the option 
key while clicking 
the Sort button will 
sort from z to A.
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Finally, you can 
search your 
table of coded 
passages by 
selecting 
portions of the 
pdf.

This works 
with either 
selection 

tool

To find out if a 
certain portion of 
the pdf is coded 
select that portion 
with the appropriate 
tool (text or 
rectangle)

Then click the 
question mark 
button (the query 
button).

Click 
here…

The table will 
show only 

those codeD 
rows that 

intersect the 
selection

The selection 
will change 

to the 
combination 

of those 
rows 

The number of 
rows (over the 
total) is shown 

at the bottom of 
the window

To show all the 
rows of the table, 
just click the 
Select All button 
on the tool bar…

Or click the “X” in 
the search field

So I’ve shown 
mutliple ways of 
searching within a 
single document. 
But pdf documents 
also work in 
Workbench 
searches.
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Part 5. TAMS Searches

TAMSPDF files (the 
wrappers) can be 
added to the TAMS 
search list on the 
workbench!

At present TAMS very 
inefficiently converts 
your coded records (the 
rows of the table) into a 
text string that TAMS 
will then parse and 
analyze in the results 
window

For each PDF 
document you can 
set options on what 
is actually returned 
in a TAMS search.

The 
option 
button

In addition to the text 
selected (if it is a 
text selection) you 
can get information 
on codes that 
intersect, enclose or 
are enclosing of each 
record

AND… You can set 
seperate information for 
the Raw search vs. unraw 
search.

So executing a raw 
simple search with 
this file in the 
search list, and all 
the options 
checked…

…Gives you this 
information in 
your result 

window

The information is given as 
{code number} where the number 
is the unique record # of the 
intersecting/overlapped/etc. row. 
You can see the record number in 
the location field as “r= #” in the 
pdf windows coded passages table.

(This is the workbench search tab)
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The one thing you 
might want to do is 
eliminate all the 
excess information 
so that the search 
only returns the 
relevant selected 
text- For 
rectangular 
selections you’ll 
just get the open 
and close code 
tags. Just turn off all of the 

options except data string… 
Make sure “String prefix” is 
unchecked as well.

Go back to your 
document and click 
the options button…

When you re-do your 
search, this is what 
you will get…

Notice that this 
looks like it 
could have 

come from a 
text file!

To see both text and 
rectangular 
selections in the 
pdf from your 
search results, you 
will need to click 
“Play Media” (or pick 
Results->Show 
media… from the 
menu) and a little 
window will pop up 
showing the current 
row’s selection!
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Finally you can set 
coding information 
through metatags in 
your pdf wrapper, 
but clicking on the 
context tab in the 
wrapper window…

This will give you a 
text editor. The 
metatags you put 
here will precede 
the text that TAMS 
creates based on 
your coded records 
when you execute 
the search

This tamszine has 
covered 90% of all 
you need to know 
about working with 
PDFs in TAMS. 

There’s one 
additional advanced 
topic worth 
examining: Section 
coding in PDFs

You can refer to the 
release notes for TAMS 
4.45b1 in the TA4 Update 
Notices (pp. 56-59) for a 
detailed description of 
that process.

You can get your questions answered by reaching 
out to me on the facebook group: 

https://www.facebook.com/tamsanalyzer
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I have attached the relese notes here as an 
appendix

All documentation can be found at: 
https://tamsys.sourceforge.io/osxtams/docs/
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Appendix	I	

Section	searching	AV/PDF/Image	files.	

(From	Release	Notes	for	TAMS	Analyzer	4.45b1)	

	
Short	Version:	AV/PDF/Image	files	allow	you	to	specify	a	code	project	wide	or	in	
each	document	that	serves	to	mark	sections.	Section	searches	will	return	all	records	
that	intersect	this	“section	code.”	

Starting	with	TA	4.45	you	can	define	a	code	(a	code	family	actually)	that	signifies	sections.	
This	code	can	be	specified	in	the	project	preferences,	or	in	each	individual	PDF/AV/Image	
file.		When	you	ask	for	a	section	search,	TA	will	return	a	single	record	for	each	use	of	the	
section	code	in	your	file,	listing	all	the	records	that	overlap	that	section.	Double	clicking	a	
section	result	row	will	pull	up	and	highlight	just	those	data	rows	that	intersect	the	section	
represented	by	that	result	row.		You	can	sub-code	the	section	code	so	you	could	have	
mySection	designated	as	the	section	code,	and	then	use	mySection>top;	mySection>bottom,	
etc.	You	can	also	fill	in	the	data	and	comment	fields	to	give	additional	information	about	the	
section	you	coding.	

To	set	a	project	wide	section	code	use	the	Project->Preferences	menu	option	with	your	
workbench	up	front.	You	should	see	a	menu	and	a	check	box.	To	specify	a	section	code	
check	the	box	and	pick	the	code	you	wish	to	designate	(it	must	be	added	to	your	code	
dictionary).	See	Figure	1.	To	remove	the	section	code	from	the	project,	uncheck	the	box.	

	

Figure	1.	Project-wide	specification	of	a	section	code	on	the	Project->Preferences	pane.	

To	over-ride	this	code	in	a	particular	file,	open	that	data	window	and	pick	Coding->Define	
section	code…	

The	options	for	each	type	of	window	are	slightly	different.	

For	image	files	you	have	the	option	of	using	the	rectangles	specified	on	the	description	tab,	
the	inherited	(from	the	project	preferences)	section	code,	or	a	unique	section	code	for	that	
window.	See	Figure	2.	
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Figure	2.	Image	file	section	code	preferences	

Checking	Use	project	value:	will	use	the	specified	value	(here	“section”)	as	the	section	
code.	Clicking	the	description	box	will	use	the	description	tab	rectangles	as	section	markers.	
Or,	you	can	specify	a	code	that	will	mark	sections	in	this	document	(and	only	this	document,	
unless	you	specify	this	code	in	other	documents).	

For	PDF	files	the	choices	are	very	similar	only	instead	of	“use	descriptions”	you	will	have	
the	option	to	“use	pages.”	See	figure	3.		

	

Figure	3.	PDF	file	section	code	options.	

Clicking	“use	pages”	will	separate	your	codes	by	page	in	your	results	window.	Otherwise	
the	options	are	the	same	as	above.	

For	audio-video	files	there	are	only	two	options.	Use	project	value	and	Pick	code.	When	
coding	audiovisual	sections	make	sure	you	specify	a	start	and	stop	time.		

Files	will	default	to	using	the	section	code.	

Once	your	documents	have	been	coded	with	your	section	code	you	can	find	what	records	
intersect	those	sections	by	doing	a	section	search	from	the	workbench,	as	shown	in	figure	4.	
If	you	limit	your	search	to	a	code,	or	codes,	only	those	sections	containing	that	code	will	be	
returned	(though	all	codes	in	those	sections	will	be	listed).	Double	clicking	these	rows	will	
open	the	data	window	and	select	only	those	rows	overlapping	that	section.	
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Figure	4.	Section	Search	

If	you	limit	your	search	to	a	code,	or	codes,	only	those	sections	containing	that	code	will	be	
returned	(though	all	codes	in	those	sections	will	be	listed).	Double	clicking	these	rows	will	
open	the	data	window	and	select	only	those	rows	overlapping	that	section.	See	figure	5	for	
a	view	of	a	results	window	and	the	effect	of	double	clicking	one	row	of	a	section	search.		

	

Figure	5.	Double-clicking	a	row	from	a	section	search	

In	figure	5,	the	window	behind	the	front	window	has	one	row	selected	which	has	been	
double-clicked.	That	has	opened	the	relevant	window	and	selected	only	those	rows	
overlapping	that	section	(the	section	code	is	coded	in	a	different	color).		Not	easily	readable	
is	that	only	10	out	of	12	records	are	showing.	The	researcher	will	need	to	click	“Select	all”	
on	the	toolbar	to	make	all	of	her	records	visible.	

	

	 	


